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Hamilton beach electric rice cooker and steamer

Hamilton Beach® Rice Cookers make mounds of delicious, fluffy rice with minimal effort. These popular appliances cook rice to the perfect moistness and texture, then shift to keep rice warm until serving time. These rice cookers are perfect for any family that enjoys cuisines from around the world. Versatile and easy to use, Hamilton Beach® Rice
Cookers do more than just cook rice--use them to steam at the same time or cook beans, whole grains, mac and cheese, or any pasta/rice mix. These powerful rice cookers are also easy to clean, including nonstick bowls and glass lids you can put in the dishwasher. Activate and hold the button to confirm that you’re human. Thank You! Try a different
method We purchased the Hamilton Beach 8-Cup Rice Cooker so our reviewer could put it to the test in her kitchen. Keep reading for our full product review. Rice and grains are a staple for so many dishes, whether you’re following your mom’s chicken and rice recipe or throwing together a meal out of whatever you can scrounge from your pantry.
But cooking rice the analog way—that is, on a stovetop—isn’t always as straightforward as it should be. You’ll need to keep a close eye on the cooking process to avoid sticking or burning, and depending on the type of rice or grain you’re preparing, it might take as long as an hour for your grains to cook through. And, despite your best efforts, all too
often rice ends up underdone, overdone, burnt, or stuck to the bottom of your pan. If you’re as bad as cooking rice as we are, then you may want to consider investing in a dedicated rice cooker, like the Hamilton Beach 8-Cup Rice Cooker. This fuss-free rice cooker promises perfectly cooked rice or grains every time you use it. All you’ll need to do is
pour in the rice and water, plug in the appliance, and press the “Cook” button. No need to babysit and almost no opportunity to ruin your rice. The Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker is much less expensive than more sophisticated, multifunctional cooking appliances, too. But does this rice cooker deliver on its promise? We decided to find out. The Spruce
Eats / Caroline Goldstein You’d be hard-pressed to find a rice cooker that’s easier to use than the Hamilton Beach. All you need to do is measure out your rice using the included plastic cup and rinse in the included steamer basket until the water runs clear. Then, pour the rice into the nonstick cooking pot and add water up to the corresponding line
on the side of the cooking pot. (For example, if you’re making one cup of rice, then you’ll fill the cooking pot until it reaches the one-cup line.) Close the lid, plug it into a wall outlet, flip the switch to “Cook,” and your work is done. As this is one of the simplest rice cookers on the market, the Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker doesn’t have a timer or an
LCD screen. Instead, the appliance will automatically shift from “Cook” to “Warm” when the rice is done. (You may also need to empty the small condensation cup on the side of the appliance as your food cooks.) There’s virtually no learning curve here, but if you’re confused about how to use the appliance, the provided instructions are easy to
follow. You’d be hard-pressed to find a rice cooker that’s easier to use. The first time we used the Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker, we made ¾ cup of white rice and added an equal amount of water to the cooking pot. The rice was finished cooking in about ten minutes, and with the exception of a few clumps that were a bit underdone, most of the batch
was cooked well. The next time around, we made the same amount of brown rice but added a full cup of water. The rice was finished cooking in under 30 minutes, but a few grains were overdone and slightly browned. In both instances, the rice tasted great though the cook wasn’t quite perfect. Still, it was better than the rice we made on the
stovetop, and it was infinitely simpler and faster to prepare.
The Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker isn’t as versatile as other countertop cookers, like cult-favorite Instant Pots, which can perform virtually any cooking method. That said, you can still use this appliance to prepare a limited number of other ingredients—like oatmeal, mac and cheese, beans,
and other grains like barley, quinoa, and millet. Also, keep in mind that you can use the included rinse and steam basket to steam vegetables, fish, and poultry, either separately or as you cook your rice. The Spruce Eats / Caroline Goldstein The trim and compact Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker is an excellent choice for those with limited countertop or
storage space, though its streamlined design is totally inoffensive if you need to display it on your countertop. Just make sure to wipe down the exterior after each use with soap and water; it’s white, so stains and smudges will easily show. Plus, at just under 3 pounds, it’s lightweight enough to transport easily. This makes it an ideal option for college
students and renters. The first few times we used the rice cooker, the nonstick coating let off a chemical smell when the rice was finished; this didn’t affect the flavor, however. As we mentioned, the included accessories and cooking pot are dishwasher safe. The cooking pot is coated in nonstick coating, so it’s easy to clean by hand if you don’t have
a dishwasher. We just rinsed the cooking pot with warm water between two uses. Be careful when lifting the cooking pot from the base after cooking is done, as it heats up too much to hold without oven mitts. (It takes about thirty minutes for the cooking pot to cool enough to touch.) Thanks to that nonstick coating, cooked rice lifts easily from the
cooking pot—no need to scrape at the bottom of the pan for burnt or gummy rice, as we often do when we’re cooking it the old-fashioned way. The one drawback here is that the first few times we used the rice cooker, the nonstick coating let off a chemical smell when the rice was finished; this didn’t affect the flavor, however. The Hamilton Beach
Rice Cooker basically has two features: cooking and warming. Its limited functionality makes this gadget ideal for tech-averse users, or for home cooks who are just looking for a reliable rice cooker, plain and simple. Retailing for $30 the Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker is among the most affordable rice cookers you’ll find. Considering that it’s pretty
reliable, extremely easy to use, and limited in its functionality, we think this is a fair price point. If you’re looking for a rice cooker that’s as uncomplicated as the Hamilton Beach 8-Cup Rice Cooker but has just a few more features, consider the gadget’s 14-cup sibling. Cooking rice in this stainless steel appliance is as simple as measuring out your
rice, rinsing in the included steamer basket, adding water, and setting your rice to cook. But unlike the 8-cup model—which only has one Cook setting—the 14-cup model lets you choose the type of grain you’re preparing (white, quick, whole grain, or hot cereal), and your preferred cooking method (steam cook or heat/simmer) for more precise
preparation. This rice cooker also has a Delay Time feature, so you can decide when you want the appliance to kick in if you’re not home to start it manually. Final Verdict If you prioritize price and simplicity, get yours now. If you’re short on space, budget, or patience for learning how to use a feature-laden appliance, you should consider purchasing
the Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker. It may not always cook professional-level rice, and its functionality is limited to cooking grains and steaming veggies, fish, or chicken, but it still delivers on ease of use and affordability. Buyer's Guide Rice cookers are kitchen appliances designed to prepare rice. They are typically small devices that sit atop a stovetop
burner and heat water inside a pot. Once heated, the water boils and releases steam into the air which cooks the rice. Most models include a timer function that automatically turns off the heating element once the desired amount of cooking time has elapsed. Cook Perfect Rice Every Time The most common problem with using a rice cooker is
overcooking the rice. Many users report that they end up with mushy rice due to improper timing. To avoid this issue, be sure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions carefully. Some models require the user to manually turn off the heating element while others allow the user to set the timer. Be sure to read the manual thoroughly before beginning
to use the appliance. Save Money With An Energy Efficient Device Many consumers claim that they enjoy saving money by purchasing a rice cooker. However, many manufacturers charge high prices for these products. While there are cheaper alternatives available, it is still worth considering whether or not a rice cooker is right for you. For
example, a slow cooker is a good alternative to a rice cooker since it does not require electricity to operate. Slow cookers are inexpensive and easy to use. Prepare Healthy Meals Quickly Another benefit of owning a rice cooker is that it saves time. Instead of spending hours preparing meals, you can now toss together a quick meal in minutes. Simply
fill the pot with uncooked rice, pour in boiling water, and let the machine take care of everything else. After the cooking cycle ends, remove the cooked rice and serve immediately. Easy To Use Most rice cookers are very simple to use. All you need to do is fill the pot with water, plug in the appliance, and wait for the timer to go off. There are no
complicated settings to remember and no buttons to press. Just put the food in, close the lid, and walk away. The appliance takes care of the rest. Some rice cookers are equipped with multiple functions. For instance, some models can be used to boil pasta, simmer sauces, and bake bread. Others can be used to reheat leftovers or warm soup. Still
others can be used to make risotto or create desserts. Whatever type of cuisine you enjoy, chances are there is a rice cooker that can accommodate your needs. The Importance of Purchasing a Quality Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker Rice cookers are very useful kitchen appliances. They allow you to prepare delicious meals using fresh ingredients.
However, there are many different types of rice cookers available today. Some models are designed to be used while others are meant to be left unattended. There are several factors to take into consideration when selecting a rice cooker. Here are three tips to help you select the right type of rice cooker for your needs. Consider How Often You Use It
How often do you plan to use your rice cooker? Do you plan to use it daily or weekly? Will you be cooking large quantities of food or small amounts? Are you planning to use it for breakfast, lunch, dinner, or snacks? All these questions will determine which type of rice cooker is most suitable for your needs. Look For Features There are two main
features to look for when shopping for a rice cooker. First, you must decide whether you want a countertop model or a stove top model. Countertop models are easier to use since they require no electricity. Stove top models are more convenient since they can be placed directly on the stove. Both types of rice cookers are easy to operate. Second, you
must decide between automatic and manual controls. Automatic controls automatically turn the heat on and off depending on the amount of water needed. Manual controls allow you to control the temperature manually. Select A Model With Good Reviews Before making a final decision, check online reviews to see what users think of the product.
Look for positive feedback and negative comments. Positive reviews indicate that the product has been tested and found to perform well. Negative reviews show that the product was returned due to problems with the unit. Make sure to read customer testimonials carefully to ensure that the product meets your expectations. Read User Ratings &
Comments User ratings and comments give you insight into how well the product performs. Read user ratings and comments carefully to avoid being misled by fake reviews. Fake reviews are posted by companies who wish to sell products. Companies pay individuals to post positive reviews. Always read both positive and negative reviews to learn
what consumers really think of the product. Shop Around Features To Look For When Buying A Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker Rice cookers are very useful kitchen appliances. They allow you to prepare delicious meals while saving time and effort. However, there are many different types of rice cookers available today. So, which type of rice cooker is
right for you? Here are some features to look for when shopping for a rice cooker. Size The size of the rice cooker is determined by its capacity. Most models range between 1 cup and 4 cups. Some larger models can be used to cook 6 cups of rice. Smaller models are perfect for cooking individual servings of rice. Larger models are ideal for large
families who eat lots of rice. Cooking Time Most rice cookers take approximately 20 minutes to heat up and start cooking. Once the rice has been cooked, it takes around 10 minutes to cool down. Therefore, most models require 30 minutes to complete a full cycle. Some models can be set to automatically switch on and off according to the amount of
food being prepared. This saves you time and energy. Ease of Use Some models are easier to operate than others. Models with touch screens are easy to use. Simply select the desired temperature and press the button to begin heating. Other models have knobs and dials that must be turned manually. Make sure the controls are intuitive and easy to
understand. Safety Features All rice cookers should include safety features. Many models have automatic shutoff mechanisms. This prevents overheating and burns. Others have timers that turn off the unit once the cooking process is completed. Still others have child locks that prevent children from opening the lid. All these features ensure safe
operation. Storage Capacity Many models have storage compartments where you can store leftovers. Some models have removable trays that can be placed inside the main compartment. This allows you to remove the tray whenever needed. Additional Features Other features to look for include adjustable settings, programmable functions, and digital
displays. Adjustable settings let you adjust the cooking time and temperature based on the quantity of rice being cooked. Programmable functions allow you to create custom recipes. Digital displays show the current status of the machine. This includes the remaining cooking time and whether the unit is ready to be cleaned. Cleaning Most models
have removable parts. This makes cleaning simple. Just unsc There are many different types of rice cookers available today. Some are designed specifically for cooking white rice while others are designed for brown rice. There are also models that allow you to cook both white and brown rice simultaneously. Each type has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Here we take a closer look at each type of rice cooker. Hamilton Beach Rice Cookers The Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker is probably the most popular brand of rice cooker. It comes in two versions; the Hamilton Beach 6 Qt. and the Hamilton Beach 8 Qt. Both models are very easy to operate and maintain. The Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker
features a digital timer which automatically turns itself off once the desired amount of cooked rice is reached. The Hamilton Beach Rice Cooker also includes a built-in strainer basket which prevents clumps of uncooked rice from being left behind. Cuisinart Rice Cookers The Cuisinart Rice Cooker is another popular choice among consumers. It is a
simple design that does not require any maintenance. However, it lacks a timer function. Instead, it uses a manual setting which requires users to set the desired temperature and duration manually. The Cuisinart Rice Cooker also lacks a built-in strainer basket. Users must be careful when removing the lid to avoid getting burned by hot steam.
KitchenAid Rice Cookers The Kitchenaid Rice Cooker is a heavy duty unit that offers several unique features. First, it has a large capacity (8 qt.) compared to other units. Second, it has a stainless steel pot which is resistant to rust. Third, it has a removable nonstick coating which makes cleanup easier. Finally, it has a built-in strainer basket which
prevents clumps of uncooked rice from being left behind. Waring Rice Cookers The Waring Rice Cooker is a high quality product that is manufactured using premium materials. It is a heavy duty unit that is ideal for those who enjoy cooking rice frequently. It has a
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